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Abstract: Business rule is essential for decision making, events, and process activities. It is used to capture knowledge and develop business systems’ requirements. Frequent changing scenarios in different aspects of business, demands corresponding runtime addition or modification of such logics to enterprise's legacy system without disturbing their normal executions, functions and nature. This is difficult from reverse engineering point of view as redesigning such system with added features may not be cost-effective, reliable and feasible in all circumstances. One of the promising approaches to do so is plug in instrumentation. In this paper, we discuss the object code based aspects of dynamic binary instrumentation to add new business logics to organisation’s legacy system at runtime without disturbing operational tasks. We also discuss the merit and demerit of such plug-in.
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1. Introduction

Legacy system contained different business logics buried inside them in unstructured and scattered manner. Modern changing scenario of business fertility demands frequent changes in their business logics running on their software system without hampering routine business tasks. This is complex as such legacy modernization not only requires extracting existing logics from system but also required effective techniques to merge and attach new logics in existing system. Legacy modernization is a costly, complex and incremental development process which requires migrating towards new technology, platforms and features. The main aim of such modernization is to retain the value of the legacy asset on the new platform and to better adaptability through identify and change the rules in the runtime. These aids reverse engineering. Different tools and techniques has proposed by different researchers over decades including Instrumentation, which involves adding extra code to a software system for monitoring some program behaviour, statically (i.e., at compile time) or dynamically (i.e., at runtime). In this paper we focused on how new enterprises logics at runtime can be embedded in legacy system using dynamic analysis to make them future ready.

2. Literature Survey

Olegas Vasilecas [1] described Business rules as an important and integral part of information system by expressing business logic, constraints of concepts, and their interpretation and relationships. Hence, it is needed to pay special attention to business rules in development of information systems. Anis Charfi [2] applied the divide and conquer principle to web service composition by explicitly separating business rules from the process specification. Nicholas Žsifkov [3] says Enterprise business rules are usually defined as constraints or as metadata about business operations: on the business side, business rules are special policies that define constraints/metadata about the business operation; on the information system (implementation) side, business rules are constraints about the data, about data manipulation and about system processes. E. Putrycz [4] highlighted in his paper how such legacy system and business rule can be connected together which serving as a basis of many researches in this domain. Legacy system contains numerous such business critical rules embedded within them which are essential for routine business operations and critical decision making. But these rules are difficult to separate from running system as there are gap between initial design documentation to the current executable program as those program gone through several evaluation cycle over time. Program analysis is one of the techniques to diagnoses a program either at compile time (called Static program analysis) or at runtime (called dynamic program analysis) to visualize the business logics embedded in those programs using graphical means. Tarja [5] described the way to analyzing object oriented program by combining metrics and program visualization techniques. In last several years different program analysis techniques had been proposed by researchers for better understanding, verification the program and to extract enterprise logics extractions from such information systems. But modern dynamic business world demands not only to extracts previous rules from their legacy system but also ways to integrate new business critical logics with existing rules for better business processing. This is a real challenge to add new business policies with existing rules at runtime without disturbing routine operations of such software system.

One of the promising alternatives of achieving this is program instrumentation. Torsten Kempf [6] defined instrumentation as adding extra code to an application for monitoring some program behaviour, can be performed
either statically or dynamically. Instrumentation [7] techniques already shown various avenues in the study of runtime program analysis, verification and debugging.

3. Existing System and Motivation of Our Work

In most of the existing systems, the Business Rules can be extract/add only during the inert time period. Further, very few researches actually adapted dynamic binary instrumentation for doing the same. So the main aim of this paper is to provide Business Rules that can be added at Run Time through dynamic binary plug-in.

4. Our Approach

We proposed both conceptual and empirical level approach for effectively insert new enterprise based business logics through a separate instrumentation program executable into the existing runtime software system without altering the execution trace of existing system. We divide this section into two parts. In part five, we discuss the conceptual framework of our approach and in part six, we proposed how and where the actual new business rules plug-in will be inserted so that new plug-in rules will be integrate with the existing rules at runtime. We take a C-code based example to validate our approach on GNU gcc compiler for windows.

5. Conceptual Approach

Legacy systems require many aspects of business decisions to be enforce at different time with changing scenario of enterprises business policies. But redesigning such system is complex and costly. Hence, the only promising way to do so is reverse engineering [12, 13] based runtime analysis of such software system and addition of separate logic module(s) with existing runtime executable of the system to make them cope with present industry demands. We propose a framework as shown in figure1 which will integrate the compiled executable of newly created business logic module with the existing executable software system through plug-in instrumentation. (Ref. Fig.1)

The existing information system and the new business rule based module must be compiled and assembled separately by our propose framework to generate separate ‘object files’. Then all such object files along with library files are passes as a parameter to linker which will generate the compiled and integrate executables as we claim above.

When a program comprises multiple object files like above figure, the linker combines these files into a unified executable program, resolving the symbols as it goes along. The linker also takes care of arranging the objects in a program’s address space. This may involve relocating code that assumes a specific base address to another base. Since a
compiler seldom knows where an object will reside, it often assumes a fixed base location (for example, zero). Relocating machine code may involve re-targeting of absolute jumps, loads and stores which we will try to focus on next part. We prefer dynamic rather than static linking of such object files. A loader output directly to memory is called the loader, though loading is typically considered a separate process. Both static as well as dynamic loading can be used under such circumstances.
The plug-in instrumentation helps to monitor or measure the level of a product's performance, to diagnose bugs, add new features at runtime and to write trace information [8]. Instrumentation are mainly of two type (source code & binary instrumentation). We choose in this paper dynamic binary instrumentation [9, 10, 11] for obvious reason because they are useful in behaviour analysis of studied system in those situations where source code might not be available. Every DBI framework has a number of important characteristics like ease of tool-writing, robustness, instrumentation capabilities, and performance. There are several advantages of such dynamic binary instrumentation which we are listing below:-

a. No need to recompile and re-link
b. Able to discover code at runtime
c. Able to handle dynamically generated code
d. Can attach to running process
e. Actual behavior of the Program being instrumented remain unchanged
f. Can able to insert, modify features at runtime in system being instrumented

6. Empirical/Experimental Approach

As discussed above, our main aim in this paper is to add new logic modules through runtime plug-in. This shall be a part of legacy software modernization and can be done effectively by addition separate program at runtime to our legacy program by instrumentation. We have taken a demo example of the Electric supply corporation’s information system of any city (Ref.Fig.2). In those electricity board legacy system, provision for adding new business rules (like customer cognitive behavioural aspects, automated monthly bill generation and dispatch to customers via emails or sms, enterprise promotion offers) are not very easy as the software evolves over time and integrate new business logics with existing logics are also very difficult. Hence, we propose a binary instrumentation techniques at low level through which original electricity program and instrumentation program (which contains new rules implementation details and bill automation) can be integrate together at execution time without disturbing company’s operational tasks (Ref.Fig.3).

Step 1: The original legacy software program called “electricity.c” and our proposed instrumentation program called “instru.c” are separately assembled first to get assembly files “electricity.s” and instru.s” filed obtained.

Step 2: In this step the assembled file “electricity.s” and “instru.s” are complied separately using gcc complier from window 7 to get the object file “electricity.o” and “instru.o”.

Step 3: In this phase both the output files “electricity.o” and “instru.o” of step 2 are commonplace to combine together as a single object file “electricity_instru.o” using Linker. The compiler produces an intermediary form called object code. Object code is often the same as or similar to a computer's machine language. Object code is a portion of machine code that hasn't yet been linked into a complete program. It's the machine code for one particular library or module that will make up the completed product. It may also contain placeholders or offsets not found in the machine code of a completed program that the linker will use to connect everything together.

Step 4: This is the last phase of our prototype where step 3 output file is converted into executable file “electricity_instru.exe” which runtime will integrate the existing business logic of electricity Supply Corporation with the newly implemented logic using plug-in. Major consideration:

- As C is not binary standardized language hence for different compiler or for different versions or settings on the same compiler, the DLL will be generated differently and may cause crashes with the application it is linked to.
- It should be noted that combining multiple object files together as a single object file is not a easier task. When linking libraries must to be ordered and can't handle cyclic dependencies.
- Instrumentation itself has certain issues which needed to be thoroughly analyzed before actual real-life application.

7. Result & Discussion

As mentioned earlier, we takes two separate programs “electricity.c” and “instru.c” which are assuming as an original electricity billing program and instrumentation program to add new business modules respectively. We separately assembled and compiled both of these file using gcc for windows. Finally, we attempt to combined both the object files “electricity.o” and “instru.o” as a single shared object file called “electricity_instru.o” using the steps mentioned above. For simplicity, we kept only one customize function in “instru.c” file called void dispatch_bill(int customerid) function. This function takes the customerid as parameter and dispatch bill to the mobile no. that customer will entered at runtime. The final snapshot of the output is given in Fig.4 with arbitrary inputs.

8. Conclusion & Future Work

This dynamic approach is actually an attempt towards reverse engineering and provides an idea of binary instrumentation implementations. The final module “electricity_instru.exe” may be able to integrate both the features of differently object files one of which i.e. the actual legacy program of our case study and another program contains the newly required business criteria’s which organization demands to integrate with their existing...
information system without disturbing routine business operations. However, there are many issues arise with such Plug-in [14] approach we mentioned which need to more effectively answered in recent future before such instrumentations may be implemented in real life situation for legacy modernization.
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